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Many dual-channel suppliers need to make appropriate strategies for their upgraded products in the presence of strategic
consumers. *is paper develops a two-period dynamic game framework to explore the optimal pricing and upgrade the channel
choice when the supplier introduces new upgraded products to a market populated by strategic consumers. *e results show that,
under any upgrade channel choice, the strategic consumers’ behavior has impacts on supplier and retailer’s pricing decisions and
reduces their profit. *e supplier could choose appropriate upgrade channel to improve his performance according to the
consumers’ patience and innovation level of upgrade products. *e supplier should choose pure offline channel to upgrade
products when the innovation level of upgraded product B is relatively small. With the sufficiently high innovation level, the
supplier should adopt pure offline channel to upgrade products when consumers’ patience is low and uses dual-channel upgrade
strategy when the patience is high enough.

1. Introduction

With the developing of science and technology, to compete
for market share and increase revenue, manufacturers and
retailers in durable goods industries introduce new upgra-
ded products continuously and phase out old products
frequently. For example, a new mobile phone model is
introduced into the market with innovative agenda, camera,
or Internet functions every month. In the automobile in-
dustry, BMW for example constantly modifies its models to
make them meaningfully different by regularly adding new
features and capabilities so often. Similar patterns can be
observed in other industries, including PCs, household
appliances (e.g., washing machines, dryers, and vacuum
cleaners), CRT devices (e.g., TV sets and monitors), and
consumer electronics. Microsoft introduced 13 distinct
versions of its Windows operation system over the last three
decades. *e incredible sales figures of Apple products, 156
million iOS devices in 2011, come from enhancing user
experiences through incremental improvements.

*en, the product upgrade strategies are further com-
plicated by several firm specific factors. Firms face

uncertainty regarding whether a product launch will be
successful, due to the relatively high occurrence of design,
manufacturing, or supply chain problems [1]. And, how to
make price and choose sale channel for the upgraded
products and original products is an important issue that
most manufactures need to be considered under the new
retail background. First of all, the manufactures should
decide to supply upgraded products through online, offline,
or double channel. As Huawei’s Internet brand, Honor has
been focused on online channels since its independent
operation in 2013 and regards offline channels as a kind of
assistance and support. *erefore, the new upgraded
products will be launched online and given priority to meet
online needs. However, its competitors, such as OPPO, Vivo,
and Jin li, pay more attention to the upgrading demand
through off-line channel. Different from Honor, Huawei’s
Mate series products are mainly upgraded through offline
channels before 2015 and through dual channels now. Other
electronic products market will also show such phenomena;
channel selection has become an important part of product
upgrade strategy and an important mean for enterprises to
improve profits. Secondly, the sellers need to set reasonable
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prices for upgraded and original products in different
channels, taking into account channel differences and
consumers’ buying behaviors. For example, the innovating
firms who upgrade their products frequently in several in-
dustries face the challenges of forward-looking consumers
who anticipate product improvements and seek to delay
their purchase. In the face of technology-driven product
obsolescence, consumers may regret their prior purchases or
agonize over current purchase timing decisions. In addition,
as the boundaries between online and offline channels be-
come increasingly blurred, the strategic consumers will
make decisions of purchasing channels based on their own
purchase benefits.

In this paper, we seek to study the price decisions and
channel choice of the dual-channel supplier in the presence
of strategic consumers. And, we also try to investigate the
impact of some parameters, such as the degree of product
upgrade, the patience of strategic consumers, and the dif-
ference of purchasing channels, on the upgrade strategy and
revenue of firms. To address these questions, we consider a
durable products market including a dual-channel supplier,
a traditional retailer, and strategic consumers and present
three classes of two-period dynamic models based on dif-
ferent upgrade channel choices including online upgrade,
offline upgrade, and dual-channel upgrade, taking account
of strategic behavior of forward-looking consumers. Solving
the problems, we obtain the equilibrium price decisions
under different upgrade channel choices and the conditions
with which the certain upgrade channel choice helps im-
proving the seller’s profitability.

We find that it is better for the supplier to use offline
upgrade strategy when the patience of strategic consumers is
medium or relatively high which is related to the consumer
value loss of online punchers compared with offline channel
and the innovation incremental value of upgraded products.
Otherwise, the supplier would choose dual-channel upgrade
strategy. On the other hand, it could be found that the
consumers’ strategic behavior will affect the pricing deci-
sions of enterprises under any upgrading strategy and the
upgrading strategies of suppliers. *e strategic behavior will
decrease the firms’ revenue in the supply chain.

*e rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views the related literature and explains our contributions in
more detail. Section 3 outlines the key elements of our
model, as well as the derivation of consumers purchase
behavior. Section 4 describes the model framework, presents
the optimal equilibrium solutions in different upgrade
channels, and reports our main findings. Section 5 inves-
tigates the comparison of different upgrade strategies and
the effect of factors using numerical experiments. Section 6
summarizes our conclusions and suggests opportunities for
future research.

2. Literature Review

Our paper is closely related to the broader literatures on
upgrade strategy in durable goods industry and operation
management. Chung et al. [2] proposed a quantitative
method based on dynamic programming to help upgrade

planners and product users to find an optimal upgrade plan
incorporating the forecasts for technology development and
end-of-life decisions. Sale et al. [3] presented a model that
simultaneously determines the optimal timing for the in-
troduction of new product generations, pricing, production
timing, and produced quantities. Chau and Desiraju [4]
explored the relative optimality of five product-introduction
strategies of a durable goods manufacturer: replacement,
skipping, a delayed line, shelving, and line-extension.
Kirshner et al. [5] advised that brand commitment and the
risk of product failure play an important role in the timing of
upgrades for a durable product. Sun et al. [6] developed two
models that highlight the OEM’s product upgrading strategy
under two scenarios. Cui et al. [7] studied the effect of
introducing a vertical differentiation strategy through sales
of upgrades to a new type of premium product on the firm’s
price dispersion arising from its use of price discrimination
for the base product. Shi and Shen [8] built up a newsvendor
model with Bayesian information updating to examine
whether the firm should adopt the product upgrading
strategy. Liu et al. [9] examined the interaction between
technology upgrade and a buyer entry in a supply chain and
found that the buyer entry can increase the incumbent
buyer’s incentive to conduct the technology upgrade.

*en, our study is also related to the literatures on the
consumers’ strategic behavior, which has become a key
factor that should be considered in operation management
practice and research. Shum et al. [10] examined the impact
of cost reduction under dynamic pricing, price commitment,
and price matching strategies when selling to the strategic
consumers. Yan and Ke [11] investigated two dynamic
pricing strategies, namely, posterior price matching (PM)
and delay posterior price matching (DPM) considering
strategic consumer behavior. Chen and Farias [12] con-
sidered the canonical revenue management (RM) problem
wherein a seller must sell an inventory of some product over
a finite horizon via an anonymous, posted price mechanism,
assuming that customers are forward looking. Moutaz et.al.
[13] analyzed a newsvendor model in which the retailer can
sell inventory to an off-price retailer and showed that selling
to an off-price retailer can increase the retailer’s profits and
mitigate the negative effect of strategic consumer behavior.

And, some recent articles which perhaps are closer to
ours have focused on the consumer strategic behavior re-
lated to product upgrade strategy. Liu et al. [14] developed a
dynamic game framework to explore the optimal pricing
strategy when the firm sequentially introduces new gener-
ations of products to a market populated by strategic
consumers with trade-in option offered. Guo and Chen [15]
developed an analytical model to study the effect of different
purchase options by strategic consumers on a firm’s profit
and the firm’s strategies for the timing and pricing of its
successive generations of product diffusion. Hu et al. [16]
proposed a game-theoretic analytical model to determine
the optimal price of the next generation products and the
optimal trade-in rebate, by considering the purchase be-
havior of both myopic consumers and strategic consumers.
Sheu et.al [17] developed a framework where a high-tech
firm sequentially introduces new products with incremental
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innovation over two selling seasons in the presence of
strategic consumers and uncertain demand, to address the
firm’s optimal stocking and pricing decisions, and investi-
gates how the key innovation features impact the firm’s
operational strategy and profit.

As mentioned above, most related literatures focus on
the upgrading decisions of timing, stocking, and pricing of
traditional single-channel suppliers. A few other articles
focus on the competition between products and channels.
Zhang et al. [18] built a game-theoretic model in which two
competing manufacturers sell substitutable products (tra-
ditional and green upgraded products) through a common
retailer. Zhang et al. [19] demonstrated the effectiveness of
the proposed coordination mechanism in mitigating retail
price competitions and enhancing the total profit of dual-
channel closed-loop supply chains, compared to non-
coordination models. Our paper differs from the extant
literature in two ways: first, we focus on upgrade channel
choices of multichannel supplier including online upgrade,
offline upgrade, and dual-channel upgrade, considering the
channel difference. Our results will present the equilibrium
pricing decisions for the firms in different upgrade channel
choices, and we try to help the supplier making choice
between three upgrade channels. Secondly, we consider the
setting where the consumers are strategic and will take the
initiative to make purchase decisions such as delaying to buy
or purchase channel transformation. *en, we try to un-
derstand the effect of consumers’ strategic behavior on
upgrade channel and pricing decision of the firms.

3. Model Description

3.1. $e Firms’ Problem. In the two-period model, the
monopolistic supplier (S) with continuous innovation sells
product A through retailer (R) at price p1Aoffline and
through online channel at pricep1OAin period 1 and supplies
an upgraded version B in period 2. *ere are three upgrade
strategies for S: dual-channel upgrade, offline upgrade, and
online upgrade. *e supplier (S) follows dual-channel up-
grade strategy, where B is available at pricep2Boffline and at
pricep2OBonline in period 2, and A is not available in period
2. Under offline upgrade strategy, B is available offline at
pricep2B, while A is provided online at price p2OA in period
2. Under online upgrade strategy, B is provided online at
price p2OB, while A is available offline at price p2Ain period 2.
Using dynamic pricing, the firms decidep1A and p1OAin
period 1 and p2B,p2OB,p2OA, and p2Ain period 2. In the
supply chain, the supplier S and the retailer R make pricing
decisions in Stackelberg game at the beginning of each
period.*e wholesale price will be given by S firstly, with the
retail pricing decision being made by R subsequently.

We assume that A and B are of the same marginal
production cost, which is a common assumption for high-
tech products (Ray et al. [20]). Without loss of generality, we
set the marginal cost to be zero (e.g., Bala and Carr [21]).*e
innovation level of A and B are 1 and β(β> 1), respectively,
where the innovation incremental value of B compared to A
is (β − 1).*e supplier and retailer are risk-neutral, and their
objective is to maximize the two-period total profit from two

generations of products. To simplify the analysis, we assume
that the firm has ample capacity to meet consumers’ demand
for both kinds of products, which is reasonable for software
and electronics industries (Yin et al. [22]; Yin and Tang
[23]). In dual-channel upgrade case, the supplier converts all
production capacity into production of products B and
ensures that the demand is fully met. In the online or offline
channel upgrade case, the supplier will convert part of the
capacity into production of product B and guarantee to fully
meet the product demand of all channels. In addition, we
also assume that the retailer’s replenishment arrives in-
stantaneously.*ese assumptions will help us to focus on the
impact of different upgrade strategies.

3.2. $e Consumer’s Problem. All consumers arrive at the
beginning of period 1 and period 2. Without loss of gen-
erality, we normalize the potential market size of each period
to 1. Consumers are heterogeneous in valuation. For new
consumers in each period, the consumer’s valuation of using
A is v, which follows a [0, 1] uniform distribution (Zhou
et al. [24]). Due to the product’s inexperience and waiting for
delivery, we assume that the consumer’s valuation for
product A sold online is θv (0< θ< 1). So, the consumer’s
valuation of B depends on the innovation level of B and the
sale channel andmay be expressed asβv offline or θβv online.
We assume that the innovation level of upgraded products is
large enough; even the upgraded products which are sup-
plied online still have added innovation value, relative to the
original products offline. So, there is1< θβ< β.

Consumers arriving in period 1 make purchasing de-
cisions of buying and using a product in this period im-
mediately, waiting to buy an upgrade version in period 2 or
leaving the market without buying and waiting, to maximize
their two-period total surplus. *e consumers’ valuation of
waiting and consuming the products in period 2 will be
discounted by α(0≤ α≤ 1). Here, αcaptures not only the
opportunity cost of postponed purchasing but also how
strategic consumers are patient, i.e.,α � 0 represents myopic
consumers (Papanastasiou and Savva [25]; Shum et al. [10]).
In our model, products are sold in only two periods, so the
consumers in period 2 will make decisions of buying a
product or leaving the market.

In this study, each consumer can purchase at most one
unit of the same generation of product at any given time and
no secondary market is available. We model a two-period
dynamic game between the firms and a potential consumer
with complete information, i.e., all of the parameters above
are common knowledge, including the innovation incre-
mental value of B over A, the consumers’ valuation loss of
product online, how strategic consumers are, market size,
and marginal production cost of both A and B.

4. Equilibrium Analysis under Different
Upgrade Strategies

In this section, we analyze the games among the supplier,
retailer, and strategic consumers under dual-channel
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upgrade strategy, offline upgrade strategy (I, indirect), and
online upgrade strategy (D, direct).

4.1. Dual-Channel Upgrade Strategy. *e sequence of events
under dual-channel upgrade strategy is summarized in
Figure 1. We assume that the rational consumers can de-
velop an expectation of the prices in the second period
according to their life experience and information released
by enterprises, when they make purchase decisions in period
1. Before the period 1 starting, the supplier S announces its
upgrade strategy including the innovation level β of product
B and his upgrade channel, and then S and R decidep1OA,
w1A, and p1A in period 1. *e prices (p2OB, w2B, andp2B) in
period 2 will be made and announced at the beginning of
period.

*e consumers arriving at the start of period 1 make
purchase decisions according to supplier’s upgrade strategy,
price information of the period 1, and their expectation of
the prices in period 2. Here, we assume αβ< θ. So, the
strategic consumers in period 1 will not be patient to wait for
buying the product B offline in this paper. And, there are
four choices for consumers in period 1: buy A offline (1A),
buyA online (1OA), wait and buy B online (WOB), and leave
from the market (1N). *en, the choices for the consumers
arriving in period 2 include buy B offline (2B), buy B online
(2OB), and leave from the market（2N）. We can describe
the consumers’ utility in different purchase choices as

u1A � v − p1A,

u1OA � θv − p1OA,

uWOB � αθβv − p2OB,

u1N � 0,

u2B � βv − p2B,

u2OB � θβv − p2OB,

u2N � 0.

(1)

*e consumers with higher utility will purchase earlier
and choose the product with higher consumers’ valuation.
So, we can get the consumer distribution in period 1 as
Figure 2 and in period 2 as Figure 3. In period 1, the
consumers with valuation higher than the threshold will
purchase A offline, while the consumers with valuation
between V1A,1OA and V1OA,WOB will purchase A online. *e
consumers with valuation between V1OA,WOB and VWOB,1N

will wait to buy B online in period 2. *e other consumers
with the less valuation will leave from the market. In period
2, the consumers with the valuation higher than V2B,2OB will
buy B, and the consumers with valuation less than V2OB,2N

will leave from the market. *e remaining consumers will
buy product B online.

*e consumers with the valuation of V1A,1OAwill be
indifferent of buying A offline and online. So, we can get the
indifferent conditions asV1A,1OA � p1A − p1OA/
1 − θ,V1OA,WOB � p1OA − p2OB/θ(1 − αβ), andVWOB,1N �

p2OB/αθβ, solving the equation V1A,1OA − p1A � θV1A,1OA −

p1OA, θv − p1OA � αθβv − p2OB, and αθβv − p2OB � 0. After
formulating the consumers’ second period indifferent
conditions, we obtain the other thresholds as follows:
V2B,2OB � p2B − p2OB/(1 − θ)β,V2OB,2N � p2OB/θβ.

*e proportion of products in two periods are as follows:
Q1A � 1 − (p1A − p1OA/1 − θ), Q1OA � (p1A − p1OA/1−

θ) − (p1OA − pWOB/θ(1 − αβ)),QWOB � (p1OA− pWOB/θ(1−

αβ)) − (pWOB/αθβ), Q2B � 1 − (p2B − p2OB/(1 − θ)β),
Q2OB � (p2B − p2OB/(1 − θ)β) − (p2OB/θβ), with the condi-
tions of 0<VWOB,1N ≤V1OA,WOB <V1A,1OA < 1 and
0<V2OB,2N <V2B,2OB < 1. *is paper mainly studies the
decision-making of a dual-channel supplier, considering
that both online and offline channel always exist at the same
time in two stages. *en, it excludes the case where
V1OA,WOB � V1A,1OA and V2OB,2N � V2B,2OB(the sales volume
of online channel is zero).

We follow backward induction to obtain the subgame
perfect equilibrium. Denote Π2R and Π2Sas the retailer and
supplier’s second-period profit andΠR andΠS as the retailer
and supplier’s total profit in two periods. *ey could be
described as

Π2R � p2B − w2B( Q
2B

,

Π2S � w2BQ
2B

+ p2OB Q
2OB

+ Q
WOB

 ,

ΠR � p1A − w1A( Q
1A

+ Π∗2R,

ΠS � w1AQ
1A

+ p1OAQ
1OA

+Π∗2S.

(2)

*en, their two-period pricing game model is formu-
lated as

maxΠS( w1A, p1OA, p
∗
1A( w1A, p1OA ) )

w1A, p1OA

p
∗
1A is derived from solving the following problem,

maxΠR( p1A, w
∗
2B( p1A, p1OA ), p

∗
2OB( p1A, p1OA ) )

p1A

w
∗
2B, p
∗
2OB is derived from solving the following problem :

maxΠ2S( w2B, p2OB, p
∗
2B( w2B, p2OB ) )

w2B, p2OB

p
∗
2B is derived from solving the following problem :
maxΠ2R( p2B )

p2B.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

Solving the problem, we can get the Proposition 1 with
the details in the Appendix A.

Proposition 1. Under dual-channel upgrade strategy, in the
presence of strategic consumers, there exists a unique subgame
perfect equilibrium (with determined parameters θ and β):

(1) When the consumers’ patience (α) satisfies the con-
dition, we get
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p
∗
2OB
αθβ
<

p
∗
1OA − p

∗
2OB

θ(1 − αβ)
<

p
∗
1A − p

∗
1OA

1 − θ
,

w
∗
1A �

1 − θ
2

  + p
∗
1OA,

p
∗
1A �

2(1 − θ)

4
  + p

∗
1OA,

(4)

p
∗
1OA �

16 1 + α − α2β  + 4αθβ(1 − αβ) + 10αβ

16 1 + α − α2β  − 7αθβ(1 − αβ) − 4αβ
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ·

θ(1 − αβ)

2
 ,

p
∗
2OB �

αθβ(1 − αβ) + 2αβp
∗
1OA

4 1 + α − α2β 
,

(5)

w
∗
2B �

αθβ(1 − αβ) + 2(1 − θ)β + 2αβp
∗
1OA

4 1 + α − α2β 
,

p
∗
2B �

2 1 + α − α2β  + 1 (1 − θ)β + αθβ(1 − αβ) + 2αβP
∗
1OA

4 1 + α − α2β 
.

(6)

(2) Otherwise, p∗1OA � θ/2, w∗1A � 1/2, p∗1A � 3 − θ/4,
p∗2OB � θβ/2, w∗2B � β/2, and p∗2B � (3 − θ)β/4.

(3) $e supplier S will get more total profit, when the
strategic consumers’ patience satisfies the
conditionp∗2OB/αθβ≥p∗1OA − p∗2OB/θ(1 − αβ).

To get more information about the relationship between
supplier’s profit and consumers’ patience, we can replicate
some parameters, such as θ � 0.9 andβ � 2. Figure 4 could be
obtained. When the consumers’ patience is low and
0< α< 0.5, the profit of suppler will be affected by α. But, the
profit will no longer change with the growth of patience,
when0.5< α< 1. *en, the third part of Proposition 1 can be
found intuitively in Figure 4.

With the numerical experiment, we can further get the
relationship between price decisions, demand, and con-
sumer patience (Figure 5 and 6). From the Figure 5, we see
that the prices in period 1decrease in the consumers’ pa-
tience α and the prices in period 2 increase in the patience
within a certain range and then decreases with the increase
of consumers’ patience. With the increase of consumers’
patience, firms can reduce the impact of consumers’ strategic
behavior by making prices dynamically (lowering the first-
stage prices and increasing the second stage prices) to en-
courage consumers to buy ahead of time. However, it is
noted in Figure 6 that the amount of consumers who choose
to wait for B online in period 1 and total demand of B online
in period 2 increases with the patience. However, due to the

Consumers

Supplier
and retailer

Arrive

Announce the upgrade strategy and
prices of product A in period 1,

Make purchase decision:
buy, wait, or leave

Arrive Make purchase decision: buy or leave

Announce the prices of product B and
A in period 2,

Figure 1: Sequence of events under dual-channel upgrade strategy.

1N WOB 1OA 1A VWOB,1N V1OA, WOB V1A,1OA

0 1

Figure 2: Consumer distribution in period 1.

2N 2OB 2B V2OB,2N V2B,2OB 

0 1

Figure 3: Consumer distribution in period 2.
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relatively low online price of upgraded products in the
second stage, consumers’ waiting behavior will bring loss of
profits to enterprises.

4.2.Off-LineUpgradeStrategy (I)andOnlineUpgradeStrategy
(D). *e sequence of events under offline upgrade strategy is
similar to Figure 1. *e supplier and retailer announce the
prices of products at the beginning of each period, and then
the consumers make their purchase decisions. With the
assumption αβ< θ, there are also four choices for consumers

arriving at the beginning of period 1: buy A offline from
retailer (1A), buy A online (1OA), and wait and buy A online
(WOA) in period 2 (Usually, the price of productA online in
the second stage will be lower than that in the first stage; so, a
portion of strategic consumers choose to wait for the price
cuts) and leave from the market (1N). *e choices for the
consumers arriving in the period 2 include buy B offline
from retailer (2B), buy A online (2OA), and leave from the
market (2N).

*e proportion of products in two periods are
QI1A � 1 − (pI

1A − pI
1OA/1 − θ), QI2B � 1 − (pI

2B− pI
2OA/

β − θ),QI1OA � (pI
1A − pI

1OA/1 − θ) − (pI
1OA − pI

2OA/ θ(1−

α)), QIWOA � (pI
1OA − pI

2OA/θ(1 − α)) − (pI
2OA/αθ), and

QI2OA � (pI
2B − pI

2OA/β − θ) − (pI
2OA/θ), with the conditions

of 0<VWOA,1N ≤V1OA,WOA <V1A,1OA < 1 and 0<V2OA,2N <
V2B,2OA < 1.

Solving the two-stage price game model between firm
and retailer, we can get the Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. Under offline upgrade strategy, in the pres-
ence of strategic consumers, there exists a unique subgame
perfect equilibrium.

(1) When the consumers’ patience is medium
(1/4< α< 3/4),
pI∗
1OA � 2θ(1 − α)(1 + 2α − α2)/4(1 + α − α2) − 3α,

wI∗
1A � (1 − θ/2) + pI∗

1OA, pI∗
1A � (3(1 − θ)/4) + pI∗

1OA,
pI∗
2OA � αθ(1 − α) + αpI∗

1OA/2(1 + α − α2),
wI∗

2B � β − θ/2 + pI∗
2OA, and p∗2B � 3(β − θ)/4 + pI∗

2OA.
(2) Otherwise, p∗1OA � θ/2, wI∗

1A � 1/2, pI∗
1A � 3 − θ/4,

pI∗
2OA � θ/2, wI∗

2B � β/2, and pI∗
2B � 3β − θ/4.

(3) *e supplier S will get more total profit, when
0< α< 1/4 or 3/4< α< 1.

It is interesting to find that the retailer’s profits in both
periods are not affected by consumers’ strategic behavior.
Firstly, the unit profit of retailers in two periods are (1 − θ)/4
and (β − θ)/4, respectively, and not affected by the con-
sumers’ strategic behavior. On the other hand, the demand
of products offline has nothing to do with consumers’
strategic behavior. So, consumers’ strategic behavior mainly
affects online sales and then affects supplier’s performance,
when their patience is medium.

It is different from the dual-channel upgrade strategy, the
consumers in market with very low or very high patience will
give up waiting for the price reduction in the second stage.
*en, the supplier’s and retailer’s prices and profit which are
the same with the situation without strategic consumers will
not be affected by consumers’ strategic behavior and be higher
than that in the condition of high consumers’ patience as
described in Part 3 of Proposition 2. It can be shown in
Figure 7 with the data experiments used in Proposition 1.

Under online upgrade strategy (D), there are also four
choices for consumers arriving at the beginning of period 1:
buy A offline from retailer (1A), buy A online (1OA), wait
and buy A offline (WA) in period 2, and leave from the
market (1N). *e choices for the consumers arriving in the
beginning of period 2 include buy A offline from retailer
(2A), buy B online (2OB), and leave from the market (2N).
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Figure 4: *e profit of the supplier under dual channel.
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Figure 5: *e prices under dual-channel upgrade strategy.
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Figure 6: *e demand under dual-channel upgrade.
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*e proportion of products in two periods
areQD1A � 1 − (pD

1A − pD
1OA/1 − θ), QDWA � (pD

1OA − pD
2A/

θ − α) − (pD
2A/α), QD1OA � (pD

1A− pD
1OA/1 − θ) − (pD

1OA−

pD
2A/θ − α), QD2B � 1 − (pD

2OB − pD
2A/θβ − 1), and QD2A �

(pD
2OB − pD

2A/θβ − 1) − pD
2A, with the conditions of 0<

VWA,1N ≤V1OA,WA <V1A,1OA < 1 and 0<V2A,2N <V2OB,2A

< 1.
Like the previous two upgrading strategies, we can

construct the pricing game model between the supplier and
retailer. Solving the model, it is found that there is no
equilibrium solution under online upgrading strategy. But, if
we change the above conditions of 0<VWA,1N ≤
V1OA,WA <V1A,1OA < 1 and0<V2A,2N ≤V2OB,2A < 1, a unique
subgame perfect equilibrium could be obtained. We can get
Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. Under online upgrade strategy, in the pres-
ence of strategic consumers, if the abandonment of traditional
sale channel is allowed, there exits a unique subgame perfect
equilibrium: pD∗

1OA � θ/2, wD∗
1A � 1 + θ/2, pD∗

1A � 3/4,
pD∗
2A � 1/2, wD∗

2A � 1/2, and pD∗
2OB � βθ/2, the supplier will sell

upgrade products B directly online and the retailer will
withdraw from the supply chain; otherwise, there is no
equilibrium.

*is result is consistent with the reality that it is difficult
for us to see dual-channel firms putting their upgraded
products online for sale in the actual operation of enterprise
product upgrading. Perhaps, one of the reasons for this
phenomenon is the loss of product value due to unsatis-
factory customer experience of online sales. Of course, this
may be related to the dominance of suppliers in our model
hypothesis. Under this assumption, the supplier S gets most
of the profits from the sales of products through traditional
channels.

5. Comparison of Different Upgrade Strategies

With the equilibrium analyses above, we try to compare the
dual-channel upgrade strategy and offline upgrade strategy
in this section.

Firstly, the behavior of strategic consumers has different
effects on firms’ performance in different upgrading strat-
egies. *e relationship between price decisions and

consumers’ patience can be obtained as in Table 1. We
assume that the consumers’ patience meets the conditions of
p∗2OB/αθβ<p∗2OA − p∗2OB/θ(1 − αβ) andpI∗

2OA/αθ< pI∗
1OA−

pI∗
2OA/θ(1 − α), and then the consumers’ patience will have

effect on firms’ decisions under two upgrade strategies.
Under two strategies, the prices in the first period decreases
with the patience of strategic consumers. *is conclusion is
similar to that of other studies on consumers’ strategic
behavior, and the main reason is that the firms facing the
strategic consumers try to encourage consumers to buy in
advance by lowering the first-stage pricing. But, under the
dual-channel upgrading strategy, the prices in the second
stage decrease with the increase of consumer patience while
that increases with the consumers’ patience under offline
upgrade strategy.

On the other hand, from the numerical analysis and the
figures (Figures 4 and 7), it can be found that the consumers’
patience within a certain range has impact on supplier’s
profit and upgrade strategy. In order to understand these
differences better, we firstly assume that consumers in the
market are short-sighted and do not wait for buying be-
havior, and then the upgrading strategy choice of supplier S
will be different. When facing with short-sighted consumers,
the equilibrium pricing decisions of supply chain under
dual-channel upgrading strategy and offline upgrading
strategy are shown in the second part of Proposition 1 and 2,
respectively. *e profit of supplier S could be obtained as
ΠshortS � 4θ − 2 + (1 + θ)β/8 under dual-channel upgrade
strategy and ΠI,short

S � 1 + 2θ + β/8 under offline upgrade
strategy. By comparison, there isΠshortS >Π

I,short
S , when

β> 3 − 2θ/θ. It means that the supplier S should choose to
upgrade his products B in dual channel, when the innovation
level of product B is high enough. Otherwise, it is better for
supplier to upgrade his product in offline channel.

*en, in the face of the influence of consumers’ strategic
behavior in the market, aiming at maximizing profits, the
supplier S should choose appropriate upgrading strategies
considering the upgrade factor and consumers’ patience.
Comparing the profit of supplier that is ΠI∗

S under offline
upgrade strategy when pI∗

2OA/αθ<pI∗
1OA − pI∗

2OA/θ(1 − α) and
Π∗S under offline upgrade strategy whenp∗2OB/
αθβ<p∗1OA − p∗2OB/θ(1 − αβ), we can get thatΠ∗S <Π

I∗
S . In

order to get a more intuitive conclusion, we use the previous
numerical experiments (θ � 0.9,β � 2, β> (3 − 2θ)/θ ) and
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Figure 7: *e profit of supplier under offline upgrade strategy.
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(θ � 0.9,β � 1.2, 1< β< (3 − 2θ)/θ) to compare the total
profit of supplier S under different upgrade strategies and
consumers’ patience. Figures 8 and 9 can be obtained as
follows.

From Figure 8, it can be found that when the consumers’
patience is low, the supplier S could get more profits in two
periods using the offline upgrade strategy than dual-channel
upgrade strategy. And, with the increase of consumers’
patience, the dual-channel upgrading strategy shows more
advantages when the patience is high enough (α> 0.5 in
numerical experiments). Combining the equilibrium solu-
tions under two upgrading strategies, we can draw the
following proposition.

Proposition 4. Facing the strategic consumers in market,
whenβ> (3 − 2θ)/θ, the supplier S pursuing two-stage profit
maximization should adopt pure offline channel to upgrade
products when consumers’ patience is low and adopt double
channel upgrade strategy when patience is higher than the

threshold (θt) which satisfies the condition p∗2OB/αθ
tβ<

p∗1OA − p∗2OB/θ
t(1 − αβ) .

*en, we can draw the following proposition.

Proposition 5. Facing the strategic consumers in market,
when 1< β< (3 − 2θ)/θ, the supplier S pursuing two-stage
profit maximization should adopt pure offline channel to
upgrade products. Consumers’ strategic behavior will not
affect the supplier’s upgrading strategy.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we study the firms’ price decisions and channel
strategies for upgraded products taking account of the stra-
tegic consumer behavior. Our results are summarized as
follows. Firstly, under the dual channel, off-line, and online
upgrade strategies, the consumers’ strategic behavior will
affect the firms’ pricing decisions and profits. *e supplier S
and retailer R will make different rational prices as consumer
patience changes and they will reduce the price of the original
product in the first period 1 to encourage strategic consumers
to buy in advance. And then, the firms will get less profit when
facing the strategic consumers. Under different pricing de-
cisions of enterprises, the strategic consumers with different
patience will adopt different purchasing behaviors. For ex-
ample, a part of consumers arriving at market in period 1
chooses to wait for upgraded products until period 2 under
dual-channel upgrade strategy, when the patience of con-
sumers is low. While a part of the strategic consumers in
period 1 with medium level of patience decide to delay
purchase under offline upgrade strategy.

Second, the supplier S can choose their product
upgrading channel according to the patience of strategic
consumers in the market and innovation level of upgrade
product B to improve his profits.*e supplier S should adopt
pure offline channel to upgrade products when the inno-
vation level of upgrade product B is relatively small, and the
consumer’s strategic behavior will not affect supplier’s
upgrading strategy choice. With the increase of the inno-
vation level, it should adopt pure offline channel to upgrade
products when consumers’ patience is low and double-
channel upgrade strategy when patience is high enough.

*ird, the consumer’s strategic behavior will change the
supply chain structure under online upgrade strategy. When
the supplier provides the upgrade products online in period
2, the retailer gaining zero profit will withdraw from the
supply chain in the equilibrium state. *en, the supplier will
provide upgrade products B directly online and abandon
original products and traditional sales channels.

So, the enterprises should fully consider the strategic
purchasing behavior of consumers and try to use appropriate
management leverage to reduce losses; otherwise, it will be
possible to make unreasonable decisions and bring losses.

Certainly, there are several future research directions that
might be explored in future research. First, aside from strategic
consumers’ patient, it would be valuable to examine the impact
of the way of consumer’s arrival and different distribution of
strategic consumers on firms’ profits and upgrade channel

Table 1: *e relationship between prices and consumer patience.

Increase of patience (α) w∗1A p∗1A p∗1OA w∗2B p∗2B p∗2OB p∗2OA
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Figure 8: *e profit of supplier under different upgrade strategies.
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strategies. Second, we assume that the incremental innovation
value of upgraded products over old versions is exogenous and
determinant. However, the firm can decide the amount of
investment in research and development (R&D) in order to
determine the innovation level. *is direction is of concern in
studying the interplay between investment decisions and
rollover decisions. *ird, our model is based on a two-period
setting, which is common in the existing literature on strategic
consumers and new product launching. It would be interesting
to expand our model to a multiple-period setting, which is
more realistic.

Appendix

A. The proof of Proposition 1

Considering the hypothesis in this paper that two sales
channels (both online and offline) exist at the same time, the
proportion of products in period 2 are Q2B � 1−

p2B − p2OB/(1 − θ)β and Q2OB � (p2B − p2OB/(1 − θ)β)−

(p2OB/θβ) with the conditions of 0<V2OB,2N <V2B,2OB < 1,
1< θβ< β and αβ< θ. However, there are two cases of
product distribution in the first stage. Firstly, when
V1OA,WOB >VWOB,1N⇒p1OA− p2OB/θ(1− αβ)>p2OB/ αθβ,
there is Q1A � 1 − (p1A − p1OA/1 − θ), Q1OA � (p1A − p1OA/
1 − θ) − (p1OA − pWOB/θ(1 − αβ)), QWOB � (p1OA−

pWOB/θ(1 − αβ)) − (pWOB/αθβ). Secondly, when
V1OA,WOB � VWOB,1N⇒p1OA − p2OB/ θ(1 − αβ) � p2OB/αθβ,
there is Q1A � 1 − (p1A − p1OA/ 1 − θ), Q1OA � (p1A− p1OA/
1 − θ) − (p1OA/θ) and QWOB � 0. So, we solve the game
model in two cases.

(1) p1OA − p2OB/θ(1 − αβ)>p2OB/αθβ
*e demand of product B in period 2 could be de-
scribed as:

D
2B

� 1 −
p2B − p2OB

(1 − θ)β
 ,

D
2OB

�
p2B − p2OB

(1 − θ)β
  −

p2OB

θβ
 

p1OA − pWOB( 

θ(1 − αβ)
 

−
pWOB

αθβ
 .

(A.1)

First of all, with the pricing decisions of firms in period
1 and the pricing decisions of supplier in period 2, the
retailer makes pricing decision p2B to maximize his
profit in period 2. With the retailer’s profit function
Π2R � (p2B − w2B)D2B, solving the first-order condi-
tion, we can get the retailers’ reaction function as
P2B � (1 − θ)β + P2OB + W2B/2. It could be proved that
zΠ2R/zP2B > 0for all P2B < (1 − θ)β + P2OB + W2B/2
and zΠ2R/zP2B < 0for all P2B > (1 − θ)β+

P2OB + W2B/2.
Considering the retailer’s reaction, the supplier makes
pricing decisions of P2OB, W2B to maximize his profit in
period 2. Taking the retailer’s reaction function into the

supplier’s profit function (Π2S � P2OB[(P1OA−

P2OB/θ(1 − αβ)) − (P2OB/αθβ) + (P2B − P2OB/(1 − θ)β) −

(P2B/θβ) ] + W2B[1 − (P2B − P2OB/(1 − θ)β) ] ), we can
calculate that: z

2
2S /zP2

2OB<0, z
2
2S /zW2

2B<0,
z

2
2S /zP2OBzW2B>0 and z

2
2S / zW2BzP2OB>0. *e

Hessian matrix H �

zΠ22S/zP
2
2OB zΠ22S/zP2OBzW2B

zΠ22S/zW2BzP2OB zΠ22S/zW
2
2B

 >0 which

shows that the profit function is joint-concave and
satisfy the second-order condition for a maximum.
Solving the first-order conditions, we get the equations:

P2OB �
αθβ(1 − αβ) + 2αβP1OA

4 1 + α − α2β 
,

W2B �
αθβ(1 − αβ) + 2(1 − θ)β + 2αβP1OA

4 1 + α − α2β 
,

(A.2)

*en, coming to the problem in period 1, the sup-
plier and retailer make pricing decisions to maximize
their total profit in two periods with the national
expectations for the second period. *e demand of
product A in period 1 could be described as: D1A �

1 − (p1A − p1OA/1 − θ) and D1OA � ((p1A − p1OA/
1 − θ) − (p1OA − p2OB/θ(1 − αβ))). Considering the
reaction of firms in period 2, the retailer makes
decision firstly to maximize his total profits
ΠR � (p1A − W1A)(1 − (p1A − p1OA/1 − θ)) + Π2R.
Solving the first-order condition, we can get the
retailers’ reaction function as P1A � (1 − θ)+

P1OA + W1A/2. Lastly, the supplier determines the
prices to optimize his total two period profits ΠS �

W1A(1 − (p1A − p1OA/ 1 − θ)) + P1OA((p1A− p1OA/
1 − θ) − (p1OA − p2OB/θ(1 − αβ))) + Π2S. Solving the
first-order conditions, we get the equations p∗1OA �

(16(1 + α − α2β) + 4αθβ(1 − αβ) + 10αβ/16(1 + α −

α2β) − 7αθβ(1 − αβ) − 4αβ) · (θ(1 − αβ)/2) and
w∗1A � (1 − θ/2) + p∗1OA. *en take the supplier’s
optimal prices w∗1A and p∗1OA into the reaction
functions of retailer and decisions of firms in period,
we can get the first part of Proposition 1.

(2) p1OA − p2OB/θ(1 − αβ) � p2OB/αθβ
In this case, there is QWOB � 0, and no consumer
will wait for product B online in period. *e de-
mand of product A and B in two periods could be
described as:

D
1A

� 1 −
p1A − p1OA

1 − θ
 ,

D
1OA

�
p1A − p1OA

1 − θ
  −

p1OA

θ
 ,

D
2B

� 1 −
p2B − p2OB

(1 − θ)β
 ,

D
2OB

�
p2B − p2OB

(1 − θ)β
  −

p2OA

θ
 .

(A.3)
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Similarly, using the standard backward deduction
method, we can solve the pricing games and obtain the
optimal equilibrium prices of firms as the second part
of Proposition 1.
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